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What was it like to live in Beirut during the Israel-Lebanon war of 2006? Lebanese agronomy

professor and social activist Rami Zurayk spent the whole war in Beirut with his family. War

Diary: Lebanon 2006 is his intimate and vivid record of the 33-day onslaught. Throughout those

33 days, Israel's high-tech, lethal (and U.S.-supported) military was trying to inflict such

suffering on Lebanon's people that they would turn against Hizbullah, which was both a

resistance movement and a political party with members in the national parliament. Zurayk was

one of many Lebanese leftists who saw Israel's attack as yet another episode in the West's

decades-long project to subjugate the Arab world. This book explains why.

About the AuthorRami Zurayk is an agronomy professor at the American University of Beirut

and a longtime activist for political and social justice. Born in Beirut in 1958, he has witnessed

two Israeli-Arab wars, one protracted civil war, one major Israeli invasion, one Israeli retreat,

and one Israeli defeat. He has published over a hundred articles, monographs and technical

reports on agriculture, food, environment and education, covering numerous countries

throughout the Middle East. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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ForewordIn the summer of 2006, the Israeli military undertook a mega-lethal 33-day attack

against Lebanon in pursuit of what came to be known as the ‘Dahieh Doctrine’: an attempt to

inflict such dire punishment on the country’s civilian population that they would—Israel’s

leaders hoped—turn against the Hizbullah resistance movement once and for all. The attempt

failed. Hizbullah emerged from the assault intact and with its political standing, in Lebanon and

most of the Arab world, much stronger than before.Rami Zurayk, a veteran activist from the

Lebanese left and the author of Food, Farming, and Freedom: Sowing the Arab Spring, stayed

in Lebanon throughout the war. He was in Beirut and in his family’s home village in South

Lebanon, working with other activists to relieve the suffering of the hundreds of thousands of

civilians pushed out of their homes by Israel’s assault.War Diary: Lebanon 2006 is the journal

Zurayk kept of those 33 days. It is intimate, brutally honest, angry, impassioned, tender—and

often bitingly funny. In his wry, diarists’s voice he explains why so many Arab leftists are ready

today to make common cause with their more Islamist compatriots as they jointly defend their

societies against the attacks not just of Israel but of Western governments and publics that

sometimes seem deeply hostile to Arab and Muslim aspirations.An engaging, must-read

document, War Diary: Lebanon 2006 provides much-needed context for understanding the

passions and politics of the ‘Arab Spring’ of 2011.

A Note on Mapsfrom the publisherThe World Health Organization published a detailed map,

dated August 15, 2006, that showed the main dimensions inside Lebanon of the complex

humanitarian crisis caused by Israel’s attacks. It is available online here: http://bit.ly/nIErGP.The

New York Times has an interactive map that shows the main features of the war, on both sides,

as it developed day by day: http://nyti.ms/nPKSnl.A map showing the main areas of West

Beirut and some portions of the southern Beirut Dahieh can be found here: http://bit.ly/n16F5G.

The Dahieh is roughly the area that stretches south and east from the Sports Arena.A well

researched map published by Human Rights Watch showed the main areas of South Lebanon

that Israel hit with cluster munitions—the vast majority of them fired after the ceasefire had

been negotiated on August 11, 2006, but before it went into operation three days later. The

map is on p.4 of this PDF: http://bit.ly/oTaniZ.

Author’s PrefaceOn July 12, 2006, a unit from Lebanon’s Resistance1 led by Hizbullah

attacked an Israeli patrol near the village of Aita al-Shaab in South Lebanon and captured two

of the soldiers to exchange them for Lebanese prisoners in Israeli jails. This was not the first



time the Resistance had captured soldiers with such a prisoner exchange in mind. But this

time, Israel unleashed a war that clearly had been prepared long in advance. Lebanon was

carpet-bombed from air, sea, and land. Much of its infrastructure was destroyed and most of

the South as well as the Dahieh (Beirut’s sprawling and heavily populated Southern suburb)

were flattened. But the Israeli Army, for the first time in its history, was unable to enter Lebanon

and hold its ground there. It suffered heavy losses, while causing extensive—mainly civilian—

casualties with the wide and frequently indiscriminate bombing campaign that it maintained

throughout the 33 days of the war.Israel’s military and political leaders spelled out that their

principal war aim was to inflict such heavy punishment on Lebanon’s citizenry that the citizenry

would turn against the Resistance and demand its disarming and dismantling. Some in Israel

raised this concept to the level of a ‘doctrine’, which they dubbed the ‘Dahieh Doctrine’. (Most

people in the international community noted that this mode of warfare, which necessarily

involves intentionally inflicting harm on civilian populations, is actually a war crime.) But despite

the high losses inflicted on the Lebanese population during the war the Resistance emerged

intact, and therefore victorious. Indeed, the war ended up achieving exactly the opposite of

what its authors had sought. The victory of the Resistance also hammered a significant nail

into the coffin of George W. Bush’s New Middle East.At the time Israel’s government under

prime minister Ehud Olmert launched the war, many Israeli commentators noted that it was

also designed, more broadly, to “re-establish the credibility” of Israel’s military deterrent—the

credibility of which had, they felt, been seriously dented after previous Israeli governments

undertook one un-negotiated, unilateral withdrawal from South Lebanon in 2000, and another

from Gaza in 2005. But the last few days of the 2006 war were, from the viewpoint of the Israeli

military, a complete fiasco. Ground units sent into South Lebanon in the war’s last days were ill-

prepared for combat and many soon found themselves encircled and outfoxed by smart and

well-prepared Resistance units. In the days after the war, Israel’s political discourse was

marked by a loud chorus of recriminations and finger-pointing. Both the Defense Minister and

the Chief of Staff were forced to resign in humiliation. Almost immediately, the new Defense

Minister, Ehud Barak, started planning for another war—one that would this time, he hoped,

finally and definitively re-establish the credibility of Israel’s military deterrent. That assault, in

the form of ‘Operation Cast Lead’, was duly unleashed against the population of Gaza in

December 2008. Once again, the intention was to inflict such harsh punishment on the

population that they would turn against their local resistance movement: in that case, Hamas.

And once again, the attempt failed. Taking their inspiration in good part from the resilience that

the Lebanese Resistance showed in 2006, Hamas and its partners in Gaza also survived

several weeks of Israeli assault from land, sea, and air and emerged with their governance

structure badly dented but still intact.
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jadedyouth, “Eye-opening and stunning examination of culture and perspective. This book is

very vivid, but also very dark. For some that might be off-putting but for those who are willing to

stick with the book it can change, maybe not their lives, but at least the way in which they draw

meaning from how their lives are lived and constructed.Rami Zurayk unleashes an

introspective account of his experience of a country facing a massacre, and yet being labelled

the aggressor. In this harsh and bruisingly honest narrative of disillusionment Zurayk, calls to

account U.S. imperialism, Israel's martial outlook, and a set of international politics that he

argues works to subjugate not liberate those countries, like his home Lebanon, to which they

claim to help.This book is a very raw and very personal examination of life in a non-first world

country where your life, your culture, and your sense of self are created by another group.

Zurayk speaks of the thirty days in which Lebanon and Israel were at war and the brutal

consequences for Lebanon when Israel chose to target civilian areas. In the 33 days in which

he watched families- men, women, and children- being slaughtered in their homes, without a

word of protest from the U.N, the U.S. or the rest of the world, Zurayk's dejection rings

loudly.His anger and dismay at being ignored and in fact, castigated while he watched his

people suffer and be torn apart physically, mentally, socially, and even economically, leaves a

deep imprint on the novel. Despite the heavy topic, the writer's conversational writing style

draws you into the action and engages you in the memoir. You not only feel close to Zurayk and

his plight, but you become comfortable enough to want to argue with him as well as comfort

him.This is not a static read, though it is a quick one. Reader's who enjoy close narratives, a

witty and philosophical style and a gripping account, told honestly and cleverly would enjoy this

book. I certainly did!The book calls for a reader to examine him or herself just as much as the

writer analyses the culture in which he exists and the circumstances that constructed that

history.With a book like this you don't need any historical or cultural preparation, you just need

to be ready to be open and to learn, just as much about yourself, as about Zurayk. In a limited

number of pages, you can watch the construction of a Lebanon that is just as much Zurayk's

country as it is the country of its conquerors.”

The book by Rami Zurayk has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 2 people have provided feedback.
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